FLOODSENSE

BROCHURE

There’s Sense in Flood Defence
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INTRODUCTION TO

FLOODSENSE
Floodsense was created in 2009 by Kevin
Williams, having spent 15 Years in restoring flood
damaged properties from domestic dwellings to
commercial factories he wanted to do more in
the prevention rather than restoration.
By setting up Floodsense this allowed him
to offer his expertise in Flood Prevention
Techniques, Systems and Services.
Floodsense are now one of the UK’s leading
flood protection companies, having over 3,000
hits on their website each week and over 1500
satisfied clients to date. Supplying, designing
and installing high quality, great value, and more

importantly proven flood prevention systems to
Commercial, Industrial and Residential clients.
Floodsense employ all of their own fitting
teams who have varying skills from within the
construction industry, and all have experience from
within the water damage restoration industry.
Floodsense believe that no one single product
can solve all scenarios and as a result hold
sole distributorships for a number of Flood
Defence systems, at their base of operations
in Swaffham, Norfolk from where they service
clients throughout the UK and Ireland
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APERTUREPROTECTION
WaterWall
The WaterWall System has been developed to help alleviate some of
the problems faced by many businesses and households throughout
the country, caused by ﬂooding.
The WaterWall Barrier can protect those areas that would otherwise be
at risk from rising ﬂoodwater and can easily be dismantled when the
danger has passed.
WaterWall can be manufactured completely bespoke or supplied
in standard sizes – up to 1500 mm panel widths with 1200 mm
post heights. The components are produced to the very highest
standards using cast and extruded aluminium with steel tubes and
stainless steel ﬁttings.
Waterwall can be configured to protect any shape required and can be
installed at any length due to its unique design.
WaterWall uses a Patented system to ensure an extremely quick and
robust assembly of the defence barrier and an equally quick and easy
removal back into storage.
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WaterDoor
WaterDoor makes use of two vertical channels ﬁtted at either side of the
door entry, that allow the lightweight individual panels to be dropped
into position.
Again, as with WaterWall, each panel has its own rubber seal that, when
compressed by the WaterDoor ﬁxing sequence, forms a completely
water tight barrier.
The use of these small light weight panels allows for the very quick
setting up of the barrier and once ﬁnished it can be easily dismantled
and stored away inconspicuously.
Available in widths up to 1500 mm and heights up to 1200 mm
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APERTUREPROTECTION
Floodtite Panel
The Door Panel is a plastic panel which screws, by hand and
without tools, onto a fixing frame which has been securely
pre-fitted onto the door frame, leaving the brickwork or stone
façade undamaged.
The fixing frame is manufactured using vacuum formed ABS
which allows it to be painted in the same colour as the door
frame, thus making it more aesthetically pleasing.
Available in widths of 840 mm, 900 mm, 1000 mm, 1200 mm
and 1500 mm, making them suitable for almost all door
openings. They are manufactured from high impact
polystyrene using a vacuum forming technique, and the U
shaped bottom, with its integral seal.
The panels are 600 mm in height and are designed to
withstand floodwater to a depth of 500 mm. The Panels have
achieved BSI Kitemark Certification after rigorous testing to
check that there is no discernible leakage.

HOME FLOODPROTECTION
FloodSax
Floodsax harness the immense power of water to stop floods.
They absord water to act just like sandbags, but don’t have to
be filled with heavy sand and are designed so they mould into
doorways to keep floodwater out.
Simply immerse the floodbags in water at the scene and their
semi-porous inner liner has hundreds of absorbent crystals
which retain the water against tremendous pressure.
The bags can be folded and take up a tiny amount of storage
space compared to sandbags which are heavy, unwieldy and
deteriorate if stored for a long time. The floodbags weight
hardly anything which solves any health and safety issues in
terms of handling dead weights such as traditional sandbags.
The bags last for 5 years whils stored and once inflated at any
scene stay inflated for 6-8 weeks. They are UK-manufactured
and tested and are ideal for areas vulnerable to flash floods.
They are biodegradable so can be disposed of in landfill sites.
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LARGE SCALEPROTECTION
WaterWall
The WaterWall System has been developed to help alleviate some of
the problems faced by many businesses and households throughout
the country, caused by ﬂooding.
The WaterWall Barrier can protect those areas that would otherwise be
at risk from rising ﬂoodwater and can easily be dismantled when the
danger has passed.
WaterWall can be manufactured completely bespoke or supplied
in standard sizes – up to 1500 mm panel widths with 1200 mm
post heights. The components are produced to the very highest
standards using cast and extruded aluminium with steel tubes and
stainless steel ﬁttings.
Waterwall can be configured to protect any shape required and can be
installed at any length due to its unique design.
WaterWall uses a Patented system to ensure an extremely quick and
robust assembly of the defence barrier and an equally quick and easy
removal back into storage.
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Aquafence System
The Aquafence Mobile Flood Defence System is the only system in the
world that has been given the seal of approval and certificated by FM
Global the world’s largest insurers.
The AquaFence flood protection system consists of panels composed of a
number of inter-linked, foldable elements. The panels are readily assembled
and disassembled. The erection of the panels require limited manpower.
The panels are formed in such a way that the application of floodwater
pressure consolidates and strengthens the panels rather than
weakening it. The AquaFence is built for simple construction, flexibility,
robustness and cost effectiveness.
The flood protection system basically consists of two lengths of
boarding rigidly locked together by a system of brackets. The sections/
modules arrive at the scene of the flood in the form of compact flat
packages, which are simple to fold out and install. The system utilizes
the innate force of the flood water to stabilize it. The foundation either
consists of concrete or of some other kind of solid base. A geomembrane may be included in the delivery.
The system comes in three height configurations:
1200 mm, 1800 mm and the new 2400 mm
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LARGE SCALEPROTECTION

No Floods System
The NoFloods Mobile Barrier is the most flexible first line of protection both BEFORE flooding and AFTER flooding
has occured, as it can be deployed directly into the water. Hence there are two kinds of deployments:
PREVENTIVE DEPLOYMENT RELATED TO FLOODING
When the flood is threatening to damage or make critical
infrastructure inoperative,one must do everything possible
to prevent this from happening. One way of deploying The
NoFloods Mobile Barrier is around the exterior of a hospital,
a polluting factory or a power station. It will prevent the
water from entering the critical infrastructure. The NoFloods
Mobile Barrier can be deployed as a ring around the building
in a matter of a few hours and will make the most effective
protection against flooding. It can also be deployed next to
e.g. a river to prevent flooding from rising water levels as a
consequence to heavy precipitation, melting water etc.

CURATIVE DEPLOYMENT DURING FLOODING
In cases where flooding has already occurred The
NoFloods Mobile Barrier can be deployed directly into the
water surrounding the infrastructure. The pressure from
The NoFloods Mobile Barrier means that it settles on the
ground sealing the infrastructure from the flood outside
the Mobile Dam. After the deployment you can reclaim the
infrastructure by pumping out the water from inside the
Mobile Dam. The critical infrastructure will be reclaimed
and allow full functioning.
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Aquabarrier System
AquaBarrier is produced through a combination of rotation
moulding, extrusion and injection moulding AquaBarrier is of
modular design, ensuring it is easy and rapid to deploy.
AquaBarrier is portable. AquaBarrier employs a linkage system
that is unique in that it forms a watertight seal when in contact with
water. The product can be rapidly decommissioned and stored
when the flooding season is at an end, to reduce visual blight.
The product is re-usable and could be stored in anticipation for
future flooding.
The flexibility of the product ensures its effective use in a variety
of flooding situations. AquaBarrier can be employed to divert
flood waters away from and within urban areas. AquaBarrier
can be used to ring-fence a town or property to manage
flooding. AquaBarrier can be used to create bunding in order to
retain water and other liquids.
AquaBarrier can be deployed on a wide range of surfaces using
its unique design and efficient seal.
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WATERMANAGEMENT
SUDS systems
Increasing urbanization has caused problems with increased
flash flooding after sudden rain. As areas of vegetation are
replaced by impermeable concrete, tarmac or roofed areas
the area loses its ability to absorb rainwater. This rain is instead
directed into surface water drainage systems, often overloading
them and causing floods.
The idea behind SUDS is to try to replicate natural systems
that use cost effective solutions with low environmental
impact to drain away dirty and surface water run-off through
collection, storage, and cleaning before allowing it to be
released slowly back into the environment, such as into water
courses.
Floodsense have the necessary skills and expertise to advise
and design the most appropriate SUDS system for your future
projects.
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Earth Berms
Earthen berms are frequently required as an integral
component in many erosion control systems. They
can be used as a dam to temporarily hold back
water (floodwater storage) or they can be used to
deflect or collect water.
An earthen berm used as a deflector or collector can:
• Divert water flow to a less erodible location;
• Collect water from many locations and move it to one
large drop structure;
• Dam water high enough to create sufficient head on
a drop structure to allow it to operate at maximum
capacity.

Earthen berms used as a component of a
floodwater storage system can:
• achieve the same objective as a grassed waterway,
however, do not require the land area or associated
problems related to the grassed waterway;
• work as a slope length reducer. This can reduce sheet
erosion problems yet allow the farmer to continue
intensive farming practices;

• reduce the size of outlet pipe required. By storing the water
for a period of time the outlet pipe can be reduced in size
and be used at full capacity for a longer period of time;
• reduce the peak flow occurring further down in the
watershed;
• reduce the plugging potential at the drop inlet grate.
The ponding will slow down the flow of water allowing
debris to settle out before it reaches the grate.

Floodsense have the necessary skills and expertise
to advise and create your appropriate earth berm
requirements.
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WATERMANAGEMENT
Retaining Walls
Retaining walls provide lateral support to vertical slopes of
soil. They retain soil which would otherwise collapse into
a more natural shape.
The retained soil is sometimes referred to as backfill.
Retaining walls can be constructed of many different
materials and with a variety of building techniques.
They are especially critical in erosion control, where an
area next to or near a river or sea requires protection.
Floodsense have the necessary skills and expertise to
design and install the most appropriate retaining walls for
your projects.
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Bunding
Bunding, also called a bund wall, is a constructed
retaining wall designed to prevent inundation or
breaches from a known source. It is a secondary
containment system commonly used to protect
environments from spills where chemicals are stored.
It may also refer to any means of containing flow
with possible contaminants by means of a low wall

Floodsense have carried numerous bunding
requirements around the UK. Bunding is a legal
requirement, particularly around tanks, storage
vessels and other plant that contain liquids which
may be dangerous or hazardous to the environment.
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ANCILLARYPROTECTION
Internal Tanking
Internal tanking is the provision of a waterproof internal tanking membrane
to the inside of the basement or sub-structure in accordance with
BS8102:2009 (Type A - Barrier protection). When selecting a suitable
internal tanking membrane system, consideration should be given to the
form of construction, ground water levels, ground drainage, soil type and
ground contamination.
When internal basement tanking with applied membranes, you must
allow for hydrostatic pressure acting upon the membrane, and therefore a
‘loading coat’ may be required. Sub-soil drainage systems should also be
incorporated into the design, when required.
A cavity drainage system within the basement or sub-structure is the
provision of a continuous pre-formed cavity, which intercepts and drains
away incoming water in accordance with BS8102:2009 (Type C - Drained
protection). There is a permanent reliance on this cavity to collect
groundwater seepage through the structure and channel it to drains or
a sump for removal by drainage or pumping. When selecting a suitable
drainage cavity system the external basement structure must provide
enough resistance to water ingress to ensure the cavity only accepts a
controlled amount of water. When specifying a cavity drainage system,
due consideration should also be given to the form of construction, ground
water levels, external ground drainage, soil type and ground contamination.
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External Tanking
External tanking is the provision of an external tanking membrane
to the outside of the basement or sub-structure in accordance with
BS8102:2009 (Type A - Barrier protection). When selecting a suitable
external tanking membrane system, consideration should be given to
the form of construction, ground water levels, ground drainage, soil type
and ground contamination.
Generally, waterproof external tanking membranes are installed onto a
horizontal blinding and vertically to reinforced concrete or masonry substructures. Boundary line construction applications, including secant
piling, contiguous piling and sheet piling, create challenging substrates
and therefore some waterproof wall tanking membranes will not be
deemed suitable, due to factors such as the need for excessive surface
preparation. Sub-soil drainage systems should be incorporated into the
design, when required
Floodsense have an immense amount of experience and skilled staff to
deal with all types of tanking requirements.
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ANCILLARYPROTECTION
Hydro wall
One downfall to a cladded steelв building is its
vulnerability in a flooding situation allowing the flood
water to seep inside through and under the cladding.
We have developed a secondary cladding system that
we call our Hydrowall system which is applied directly to
the outside of the structure preventing the flood water
from entering.
Extremely lightweight, all plastic sheet material with a
core of expanded polystyrene and surfaces of UV and
weather resistant solid polystyrene Completely moistureresistant – therefore ideal for outdoor use with excellent
stiffness to weight ratio, making it ideal for large formats.
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Stormdry
Stormdry is a colourless, breathable, water-repellent treatment
for brick, concrete and stone walls. It is supplied in the form of
a deeply penetrating cream that is applied to the wall surface
using a roller or brush.
Once Stormdry has been applied to the wall surface, it will
permeate deeply before curing to form a water-repellent
barrier.
Typical applications for Stormdry include:
• Protecting against penetrating damp (rain penetration).
• Improving the thermal resistance of masonry by keeping it
dry (energy saving).
• Improving the performance of cavity wall insulation by
protecting it from moisture.
• Improving flood resistance of masonry.
Floodsense have used and supplied this product for a number
of years and we would not consider using anything else on
your project without good reason!.
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ANCILLARYPROTECTION
Non Return Valves
Backflow flooding can happen to any property, even if the area
is not threatened by floods.
Sewers become blocked and waste water is forced up into
your bathroom, kitchen or lavatory. A non-return valve is an
affordable way to banish this threat forever.
Floodsense can supply and install simple Non Return Valves
for appliances as well as inline underground Non return Valves
in the main sewer system.

Flap Valves
Designed for use on the discharge end of pipes to prevent
backflow or intrusion into the pipe. Typical applications include
discharges to reservoirs, ponding basins and standpipes.
Whatever your flap valve requirements, Floodsense will advise,
supply and or install the relevant Flap Valve accordingly.
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Smart Airbricks
The innovative design acts essentially as a standard airbrick allowing unrestricted airflow underneath
the property, yet under flood conditions uses the rising water to automatically shut off, inhibiting
access through the airbricks and therefore flooding underneath the property. Unlike sand bags and
covers no flood warning or pre flood intervention is required.
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Basic site Surveys
Flood Risk Reports
Full Flood Risk Assessments
Utility Searching and Reporting
Geological Surveys and Reporting
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